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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Sea turtles
and lights
To the Editor:
The recent flurry of press articles
and social media chatter regarding
violations of Jekyll’s sea turtle lighting ordinance by commercial establishments and the Jekyll Island
Authority make clear how deeply
the island’s visitors and residents
feel about protection of the island’s
sea turtle nesting habitat.
Less clear is why some feel the
Westin hotel is being singled out for
criticism. Obviously, all of the infractions cited in the DNR’s May 19
lighting survey need to be addressed, but since the Westin has
more violations than any other establishment, and because of the extent of the cumulative glow cast
toward the beach from a hotel of
that size, there is bound to be more
public concern about the impact of
light pollution emanating from the
Westin. And, as pointed out in a recent Georgia Times-Union article,
long before the Westin opened for
business, the hotel’s owners were
advised by the DNR to shield balcony lights as well as lighting from
the lobby, yet, as made clear in the
May lighting survey, the hotel failed
to comply.
Reportedly, the Westin’s general
manager has said the hotel will address the infractions cited, which is
good news – better late than never.
One problem may prove difficult
to remedy, which is light coming
from hotel rooms because some of
the guests fail to keep the blinds
closed at night, as requested by the
hotels. Perhaps the JIA, which is
tasked with enforcing the state
park’s lighting ordinance, can figure
out a way to deal with this problem
and thus reduce the odds of sea turtle hatchling disorientation due to
light pollution from hotel rooms.
Bonnie Newell
Jekyll Island, Ga.

A brief primer
To the Editor:
I’ll use small words and avoid
technical jargon which might confuse
persons not used to dealing with
facts.
Our primer begins when a boy
turtle and girl turtle meet out in the
ocean, decide to start a family, mate
and don’t pay any attention to lights.
They have some serious stuff going
on; sun, moon, street lights, car lights,
tree lights, nothing bothers them, for
the next few weeks they are on a mission.
All too soon, Mama-to-be turtle’s
body tells her it is time to go back to
her roots, time to go back to the place
she left over twenty-five years ago.
Things look different now….she
does not “dig those lights.” Her body
says the pressure is building, “gotta
find a place, quick, ain’t no time to
shop around, dig a hole NOW!”
For their part, the lights don’t care.
They were made to shine, show off
their power, burn them candles
bright, get rid of those shadows. The
lights are doing what they are expected to do, “Light Up The Night.”
Meanwhile, mama is back again.

Her mission is not yet accomplished,
time to dig another nest and maybe
another after that. They don’t get any
easier, actually they get more difficult
because there are more people and
more people mean more light, bad for
nests and bad for hatchlings. Turtles
really “don’t dig the lights.” Next
year, “mama’s taking a vacation.”
The correlation (sorry, bad big
words) between turtles and lights
does not entirely affect the number of
nests as much as it affects the quality
of the nests and quality of the nesting
season. Poorly laid nests in sub-prime
areas made by exhausted females reduce the hatch out success rate.
“False crawls” take a wicked toll!
What is the terrible burden that
must be shouldered by hoteliers and
visitors? Use the proper, authorized
type of lights for 16 weeks out of a
52 week year. Is that too much to
ask? Those speaking for the hotels
and the Authority need to repeat the
mantra, “turtles don’t dig the lights.”
We are all on the same team.
Franklin G. Mirasola
Jekyll Island, Ga.

Courtesy on the road
To the Editor:
Very recently our grandson developed severe symptoms that required us to take him from Jekyll
into the emergency room at Southeast Georgia Health System. Once
on Beachview Drive, our progress
was impeded by a line of cars backed
up behind a GEM car. These (red,
white, blue, yellow) vehicles are, of
course, limited to 25 mph. When
time is of the essence, that is an impossibly low speed to endure and the
solid yellow lines prohibit passing –
particularly when there are other cars
in this slow moving parade.

I have no problem with the use of
these vehicles on public roads and
certainly am not proposing any
change in the law. However, it seems
that common courtesy would dictate
that when the driver of a “bug” sees
a line of cars backing up behind
her/him they should use the next
convenient spot to pull off the road
and let the traffic clear. Personally, I
adhere to this suggestion whenever I
use a GEM. The next emergency
might be yours.
Bob Moone
Jekyll Island, Ga.
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Golden Isles\ Tide Chart
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